IBA Students Selected by Reckitt Benckiser for Summer Internship 2010

IBA Career Development Centre (CDC) is pleased to inform the following IBA students about their final selection by the Reckitt Benckiser for Summer Internship 2010.

Kind Regards,

Career Development Centre
IBA, Main Campus, University Road, Karachi 75270
Phone #: 9261510 /11/12, Dir # 021-9261504
Email: tjabeen@iba.edu.pk

Dear Tabassum,

We have dispatched the graduate internship offer letters for the following:

- Omar Hasan Khan
- Aiman Saeed Baloch
- Faryal Naeem Warind
- Syed Munib Rizavi

Enclosed with each letter, is a copy of the same. Kindly ensure that students accepting the offer should also acknowledge and sign the copies attached and return the same by Monday, 7th June 2010 before 12 pm.

Regards,

Munazza Kasmani